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Rice and other Chinese automatic granule cup filling machine
Resource function and characteristics
1 s Stainless steel for the whole machine
2 The advanced and accurate bag making system shows the bag error <0.5mm

3
Equipped with a vibrating cup measuring device that can adjust the capacity
Packaging when the machine is running, reduce material loss and improve
productivity.

4
It can be counting, bag making, filling, sealing, cutting, heating, date/quantity
printing
It is achieved automatically

5 Bag making equipment can be changed according to specific requirements of
Customers and products to adjust the packaging quantity
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Rice and other Chinese automatic granule cup filling machine
Supplier application:
Suitable for pharmaceutical, food, chemical and other granular solid materials industries such
as peanuts, melon seeds, riceand seeds, monosodium glutamate, and corn.



Packing materials
Laminated film, such as OPP/CPP, OPP/CE, MST/PE/PET/PE.etc



Company profile
DessionPackaging Machinery Co., Ltd. Ltd. is a comprehensive modern
manufacturer integrating research, manufacture and sale. Our company has
passed CE certification
EU certification. Besides, our equipments are widely appraised by many clients
from different countries such as England, Germany, France, Russia, America,
Singapore,
Malaysia, South Africa, Israel and so on, all technologies and equipments are
based on
Practicality and application, striving to improve production efficiency and create
surplus
Maximum value for customers.
 
Company mission:

Gather industry advantages, create high-quality products, and serve all
customers!
integrated privileged persons; Advanced research technology. industry
promotion
progress



 
Classification objective:

To be the global supplier of packaging machinery.
 
Business philosophy

Painstakingly research techniques, sincerely adhere to management, and
Serving all industries!

Exhibition

our service

about our price
Foshan Deshen Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd mainly The company manufactures pillow cases
Automatic vertical packaging machines and machines.

Equipment prices vary from type of machines (type up to size f
properties of the customer's product.) and the customer's requirements for the machine



(Full or partial stainless steel for the equipment).

Besides, based on the packaging machine brand of the core component, the price will be
It differs between China, Japan and Germany.

Finally, the prices of standard and non-standard machines are also different. The
Normally standard machine is fixed price but non-standard price depends on
Specific requirements such as method of delivery, measurement form, and
Inflating and deflating request, bag making style, punching method as well
Like coding etc.
Shipping:
 
Upon receipt of payment, the delivery date will be in 15-30 working days,
 
By air, sea or express (DHL etc.)

Rice and other Chinese automatic granule cup filling machine
the supplier
 


